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To the Editor: We are also concerned about errors in
GenBank sequences, and that is why we took precautions
to evaluate the effects of potential sequence errors.1 But
manyof thepotential errors reported byYao et al. are highly
subjective. They deﬁned ‘‘phantom mutations’’ as (with
exceptions) the exclusive presence of rare transversions in
a speciﬁc data set. Although it is reasonable to be skeptical
of such variations, surely such rare variations do actually
occur without being errors. To deal with potential sequence
errors, we took the step of doing the analysis twice; once for
all reported variations and once for only variations present
in more than 0.1% of the sequences. We made the latter
choice toﬁlter out sequencing errors, assuming that speciﬁc
errors would not be repeated in many different sequences.
This ﬁltering process did remove 94% of their listed
‘‘phantom mutations.’’ As Yao et al. acknowledge, the
removal of these rare variations (some of which may be
sequencing errors) had little effect on most of our results.
Yao et al. deﬁne ‘‘missing variants’’ as those variants
expected to be seen in a particular haplogroup but not
reported in a sequence assigned to it. The problem with
this deﬁnition is that it presupposes that we already have
a complete picture of mtDNA variation and that all
deviations from it are errors. There are many examples of
such ‘‘missing variants’’ being true variations. It was once
thought that all L- sub-Saharan haplogroups had the
substitution at position 16223, but later some lineages
were characterized without it (L0d1a, L1c1a1, L2d, L3x2a).
Also, the M1- deﬁning substitution at position 16249 is
absent in the branch M1a1a.
After the careful data mining of Yao et al., potential
errors were found in < 200 of the 5140 sequences. So,
~96% of the sequences deposited in GenBank by the end
of August 2008 did pass their extreme quality ﬁlter. Yao
et al. list many cases in which errors in the original
sequences have been acknowledged and corrected by
authors but the GenBank sequence has not been updated.
GenBank2 allows the sequence depositor to update that
sequence, but it depends on each depositor to carry out
this procedure. Identifying these possible sequence errors
is complex and is arguably highly subjective. To expectThe Americanevery author of a sequence data-mining project to carry
out such a very subjective quality-control step is not
reasonable, in our opinion.
Though we may disagree on speciﬁcs raised by Yao et al.,
we do share with them a concern about mtDNA sequence
quality. Spirited discussions such as this one have been
going on for the past decade. It is time to provide the
mtDNA research community with analysis tools that allow
them to efﬁciently check their sequences for potential
problems, such as sequencing errors or unusual variations.
We tried to go forward in this direction with our paper1 by
providing the mtDNA Gene-Syn software. Fortunately,
others are also advancing along the same path.3–5
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